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The Confidante Trilogy book twoYou thought I was shocked when I found out that my mother in law
used to work in a brothel! Imagine my surprise when she told me that after she got out of there she
decided to return to work in the sex industry. But this time - she wanted to go where the money was,
she wanted to be an Escort. Follow Angelien, a now retired Sydney sex worker, in this true story, as
she breaks boundaries when she insists of becoming an escort in her mid 30s, proving to everyone
that a mature lady can be a very successful and sought after woman in an industry dominated by
youth.Story rated 18+ due to subject matter and sex scenes.
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Absolutely loved this book. A true story of a woman and her life as a Escort. Its a story of laughs,
oopsies and sorrow. I thought Lilliana wrote this book really well. Changed my perception of the sex
industry. Very good read.

I found this book fascinating. I was always interested about what happened inside the escort world.
Imagine going to be an escort at 36. I found her to be funny and couldn't put the book down. No

holds barred with this one. What a character she must be, wished I lived next door to her!I now have
to go immediately and purchase the first book, keep writing the both of you, I can't get enough. I am
totally hooked.

Genre: BiographyAuthor: Lilliana AndersonBook: Confidante: The EscortMy star rating: 4 out of 5will
I re-read this? MaybeSince I Like the first book, where she told her stories of working in a brothel for
a month, I got this book where she started working as an escort. (After finishing book 1, I
downloaded this book and read it in one day.)Knowing that she is done working in a brothel, she
decided to try Escort services. This world is much different than the brothel. She would have to go to
the parties hotel rooms or out to dinner then off to the house or hotel.But as an escort you can make
a lot more money than the brothel. So here are the stories an escort. Great read and quick read as
well. Cant wait for the last installment

This story is just as great as the first one. It is comical and intriguing. The main character tells her
story without reserve. There is details of the good and the bad of being an escort in Australia.
Definitely worth reading.

Sure could have been a lot better - the books starts very slow and is incredibly poorly written at first
before launching into some interesting stories about the world of prostitution - that's the only way to
describe it, and I will not be wasting my time reading any of the other books in the series

I really enjoyed these books, but I am not happy that the third one in the series is not available. I do
not know if this is because does not have it, or because she has not finished writing it. Anyways I
think it was written in an honest style, was pretty sexy, and was also helpful in understanding the
reality of different people's sexual preferences. Would probably be useful to read for someone
wanting to spice up their sex life/ get some fun creative ideas for sex, or for anyone who is starting
out as a sex worker. Apparently prostitution is legal in Australia? It does seem like australains are a
happy bunch, in general.

I wonder where is book # 3? I would have loved to read it right after book #2 as i did with book #1,
but i cannot find it.This book caught my attention, it was very interesting. One thing they never
mention that i was very curious about was how much money can you make being an escort or work
in a brothel. The writer writes about how good the money is in all references, but never says how

much she actually made, which is why I started reading the first book, I wanted to know but never
found out.

Had my face in my kindle from beginning to the end it was another page turner. The way that the
author describes her m.i.l. an he lone of work it has such great and funny details. It was a great
second book an I can't wait for the third one in dec!
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